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THE ANZIO FRONT

By John Redfern representing the Combined British Press

With the Fifth Army in Italy,
Allied Beachhead Forces,
March 19*

The front is only fifteen minutes ride in a jeep from the punch-drunk port of

Anzio where I landed somewhat eagerly with four hundred tons of ammunition. Before

bur turn to go in we had watched black smoke coiling lazily above the cream and red

soloured town, "The odd shell", said an officer who was returning here - and we

thought nothing of it. But when another odd shell plonked down fifty yards from thc-

stern of our landing ship we began to think affectionately of disembarkation.

So far, they sa.id, they had had no trouble. Still, it seemed a good idea to

get ashore. As soon as I walked down the ramp, "Sir", said a military policeman,

"this is a place they're liable to hit. If you have any transport I'd advise you to

get cracking."

While we talked the ammunition was rolling off. It had come across stacked in

lorries. To avoid delays end danger in this little shattered port, which the

Germans can range on from observation posts fifteen miles eastwards, the ammunition

arrives here on wheels. As the loaded trucks clatter off, a line of empty vehicles

is waiting at an assembly point inland to move down to the port and take up the space

as soon as it is rea.dy.

Looking seawards the scene was unexciting. Now and then a white column shot up

from the glistening water as a shell burst, but the sound of the explosion seemed

distant and remote, except when a few fell closer in. Ducks hurried in on their job

of unloading the larger ships. They looked in the distance like quickmoving black

worms wearing white moustaches where the water broke at their bows.

But it was time to be moving* There was a Piccadilly Circus (prewar) crush of

traffic past the skeletons of buildings on the waterfront. So I said goodbye to an

American captain who had spent most of the time on our crossing in the landingship

wardroom with his nose deep in a copy of Def;oe’s Robinson Crusoe,

There was no need to do the fifteen minutes ride to our forward positions before

we appreciated that here is a little piece of Italy which receives plenty of attention

from the enemy. War correspondents live in a couple of battered villas in Anzio*

Veterans among then have a saying "Let's take a walk round the corner and see the

front". It's not exactly a joke. This beachead is all front. Casualties among men

who are usually less exposed to trouble than the infantry have been higher than in

any other Mediterranean area of activity. Soldiers at various headquarters, military

policemen, army bakers, supply units and hospital personnel - all have to take their

share of fire from enemy guns or night raiders,- /Continued
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All soldiers must wear steel-helmets whether they are in Anzio or forward

in the line. This is not because there is a constant rain of shells on the

port area* It is just that with a good deal of enemy artillery facing our

way and a target area all told of no more than seventy square miles - the

size of a London suburb, I suppose - there are bound to be enough shells

to trouble us whether we are at the front or the back of the beachhead.
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Seme of the shells travel thirty-thousand yards before they spoil our already

somewhat tattered view* Experts study what remains of these shells to see

what types of guns the enemy is using and make plans for their elimination

by counter-battery fire or air attack.

They were laughing today at one headquarters because of a, story about

two of these experts called in, so the story goes,after a large piece of

the building had been knocked out of shape. The bomb disposal man said

"it was a shell"; the artillery expert said "it was a bomb"*

Although the Jerry shelling is a nuisance it is amazing how well the

British and American soldiers come to live on terms with it* If I look out

of the glassless window where I am typing this, I can see men sitting on

Balconies sunbathing and quite indifferent to the occasional Burst on the

water in front of them. When theyl
vc done sunbathing they will proßaßly

Be off to a service cinema down the road* Talk to them and one finds that

they are gratified By the knowledge that for every shell that lands our way

several go over towards the Germans* At present the Beachhead is concerned

with limited infentry■activity, well Buttressed By the gunners* efforts* I

watched our gunners firing in support of infantry operating in the muddy

ravines that lie under the Buonriposo Ridge on the left of the road to

Rome* Red tongues seemed to dart from scores of places as though great snakes

were out for prey*
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